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ABSTRACT:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a paper winding device fittable to all

machine types of plotter-printers only by changing a fitting method.

SOLUTION: A driving shaft 10 that can be detachably engaged with a widning

scroll on the printer side and interlocked with the winding scroll in a

rotating direction is rotatory-driven in a paper winding direction by a paper

winding motor 26 controlled by a control circuit 28 independent of a controller

on the printer side. The control circuit 28 stops driving of the motor 26 upon

detecting that load of specified value or more is applied to the driving shaft

10, by a signal from a load detecting means, and controls the motor 26

independently of a printer body so that the value of load applied to the

driving shaft 10 is always constant.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to the form take-up motion used for large-sized

printers, such as an ink jet plotter.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] As shown in JP,5-254293,A, a driving signal is supplied to a winding motor from the

controller of a plotter main part, a winding motor drives the form take-up motion of the printer plotter of **** in

response to this driving signal, and it is constituted so that a constant rate and a form may be rolled round to a scroller,

moreover, illustrating of a roll sheet - the plotter printer cut [ printer ] a finishing portion by the cutter and it was made
to drop it caudad and which is not equipped with take-up motion is also known
[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] The plotter printer which is not equipped with take-up motion has a request

of the user of wanting you to attach take-up motion as an option. In this case, when take-up motion is controlled by the

controller of a plotter main part, take-up motion becomes what was limited to the model of specific plotter, and does

not have versatility. Therefore, when take-up motion was prepared as an option, for every model of plotter, the maker
side had to prepare the take-up motion corresponding to this model, and had the trouble ofbecoming cost quantity, this

invention aims at solving the above-mentioned trouble.

[0004]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned purpose, this invention engages with the

winding scroller by the side of a printer possible [ desorption ]. The driving shaft which can be interlocked with this

winding scroller and a hand of cut (10), The controller circuit which became independent of the controller by the side

of a printer (28), The motor for form rolling up controlled by this controller circuit (28) (26), It has a load detection

means to detect the load concerning the aforementioned driving shaft (10). It accomplishes so that the aforementioned

driving shaft (10) may be driven in the form rolling-up direction by the aforementioned motor (26). the aforementioned

controller circuit (28) It is made for the value of the load which will stop the drive of the aforementioned motor (26)

and will be applied to the aforementioned driving shaft (10) if it detects that the load beyond a predetermined value was
applied to the aforementioned driving shaft (10) with the signal from the aforementioned load detection means to

become always fixed. The 1st encoder from which the aforementioned load detection means changes rotation of the
aforementioned driving shaft (10) into an electrical signal (48), The torque-limiter-means arranged by the power
transfer path between the aforementioned motor (26) and the aforementioned driving shaft (10) (44), It consists of the
2nd encoder (38) which changes rotation of the aforementioned motor (26) into an electrical signal. The
aforementioned controller circuit (28) detects that rotation of the aforementioned driving shaft (10) stopped by the

tension of a form during the drive of the aforementioned motor (26) from the detecting signal of the above 1st and the

2nd encoder (48), and (38). A torsion coil spring constitutes the aforementioned torque-limiter-means (44).

[0005]

[Embodiments of the Invention] With reference to the drawing which appended the form of operation of this invention,

it explains in detail below. First, the outline of the composition of a large-sized ink jet printer is explained in detail with

reference to drawing 2 . (-- two --) — a roll sheet — (-- four --) - equipping ~ having had — a roll sheet — supply - a

scroller ~ it is — a printer - the leg (illustration abbreviation) — preparing - having had - a shaft ~ support means
(illustration abbreviation) ~ desorption ~ possible - and - rotation ~ free - supporting - having ~ ***

.

[0006] (6) is a roll-sheet winding scroller and it is supported possible [ desorption ] and free [ rotation ] by the axial

support means (illustration ellipsis) prepared in the aforementioned leg. If the aforementioned axial support means are

equipped with the aforementioned roll-sheet winding scroller (6), it is constituted by the fitting crevice (12) of the

driving shaft (10) of the take-up motion (8) which the shank (6a) mentions later so that it may engage with that



desorption is possible and a hand of cut. The buffer guide idler prepared in the main part of a printer and (16) are platen

rollers, and (14) has connected a form guide and (18) with the motor formed in the main part of a printer.

[0007] It is a pressurization roller and (22) is an ink-jet print head, and (20) is connected possible [ movement on the

rail object (illustration abbreviation) prolonged to a space perpendicular direction ], and is constituted by the driving

force of a motor possible [ movement to Y shaft orientations ] in accordance with the rail object. (24) is the discharge

guide prepared in the main part of a plotter. The aforementioned motor for a platen roller drive and the motor for a print

head chive are constituted so that it may be controlled by the conte controller of a printer.

[0008] Next, take-up motion is explained with reference to drawing 1 . (26) is a motor for form winding, it is placed in

a fixed position by the airframe (illustration abbreviation) of take-up motion (8), and it is constituted so that it may be

controlled by the control circuit (28) of the control board arranged at this airframe. The gear (32) which served as the

encoder board was fixed to the output shaft (30) of the aforementioned motor (26), and this gear (32) meshes with the

gear (34) fixed to the input shaft (36) of an electromagnetic clutch (40).

[0009] On **** centering on the center of rotation, many slits for light transmissions have directivity, and are drilled,

and this slit is detected with the encoder (2) arranged by the airframe of take-up motion (8) by the aforementioned gear

(32), and it is constituted so that it may be changed into the electric pulse signal which has directivity. It connects with

the input section of a controller circuit (28), and the outgoing end of the aforementioned encoder (2) is constituted so

that a controller circuit (28) may act as the monitor of the rotation of the output shaft (30) of a motor (26). The output

shaft (42) of the aforementioned electromagnetic clutch (40) is connected with the driving shaft (10) supported by the

bearing material (illustration abbreviation) of the airframe of take-up motion through the torque-limiter-means (44)

which consists of a torsion coil spring.

[0010] The encoder board (46) with which the slit for many light transmissions was formed by having directivity on the

periphery line is fixed to the aforementioned driving shaft (10), and the slit of this encoder board (46) is detected by the

encoder (48), and it is constituted so that it may be changed into the electric pulse signal which has directivity. The
aforementioned encoder board (48) and the electromagnetic clutch (40) are connected to a controller circuit (28). Next,

operation of this operation form is explained.

[001 1] Through the semicircle side of a buffer guide idler (14) and a platen roller (18), the discharge guide (24), and

the guide idler (25), the drawer section (4a) of the roll sheet (4) held at the roll-sheet supply scroller (2) is arranged so

that it may be rolled round by the winding scroller (6). During a plot, the drawer section (4a) of a roll sheet (4) is

pinched by the pinch roller mechanism which consists of a platen roller (18) and a pressurization roller (20), and
counterclockwise intermittent rotation conveys a delivery guide (24) top leftward among drawing 2 of a platen roller

(18).

[0012] A print head (22) carries out both-way movement among drawing 2 at a space perpendicular direction, and a

predetermined plot is performed in the drawer section (4a) of the roll sheet (4) on a platen roller (18) by the ink

breathed out from the nozzle of a print head (22). On the other hand, the power of a motor (26) is transmitted to a

driving shaft (10) through a gear (32), (34), an electromagnetic clutch (40), and a torque-limiter-means (44), a winding
scroller (6) rotates clockwise among drawing 2 , and the sag portion of the drawer section (4a) of a roll sheet (4) is

rolled round by the winding scroller (6).

[0013] The output shaft (30) of a motor (26) and rotations of a scroller (6) are supervised by the controller circuit (28)

based on the pulse signal from an encoder (38) and (48). the drawer section (4a) of a roll sheet (4) rolls round to a

scroller (6) ~ having - illustrating of the drawer section (4a) - if stretched by the finishing portion, rotation of a
scroller (6) will stop and a torque-limiter-means (44) will be twisted by the driving force of a motor (26) If it will be in

this state, a difference will arise to the numeric value of an encoder (38) and the rotation detecting signal of (48).

According to this difference, what the form (4a) stretched the controller circuit (28) for is detected, and after continuing

the drive of a motor (26) until it reaches the difference (S) decided beforehand, the drive of a motor (26) is stopped.

This difference (S) decided beforehand can be set up possible [ change ] by operating the input key board (illustration

abbreviation) of a controller circuit (28), can be rolled round according to the kind of form by this, and can change a

tension.

[0014] Next, if the drawer section (4a) of a roll sheet (4) is conveyed by the eject direction from the main part of a
printer, according to the return force of a torque-limiter-means (44), a scroller (6) will rotate in the winding direction

and will begin to roll a form (4a). At this time, the difference of the rotation of a motor (26) and a scroller (6)

decreases. If this difference decreases to the amount of conventions, a controller circuit (28) will start rotation of a
motor (26). A controller circuit (28) continues the drive of a motor (26) until it reaches the difference (S) as which the

difference of the detection rotation of an encoder (38) and an encoder (48) was determined, and it rolls round a form

(4a). the state where this always applied the tension to the form (4a) - illustrating of a form ~ a finishing portion can

be rolled round

[0015] When the platen roller (18) of the main part of a printer rotates reversely and a form (4a) is pulled back at the



main part side of a printer, an encoder (48) outputs an inversion pulse. Thereby, a controller circuit (28) separates a

clutch (40) and makes the shank (6a) of a scroller (6) free. When the inversion of a scroller (6) stops, a controller circuit

(28) starts winding of a form.

[0016]

[Effect of the Invention] Since this invention made the control system of take-up motion become independent of the

control system by the side of the main part of a printer like ****, it can attach take-up motion in all types of printer by

changing the means of attachment to the main part of a printer of take-up motion. Moreover, since a form is rolled

round always applying a fixed tension, there is little meandering and it can twist a form firmly. Moreover, it can roll

round according to the kind of form and a tension can be changed.

[Translation done.]


